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No component defined
The FM corrects ATC codes received from EPJ with whitespace in the code, both codes already in the
database and codes received after this udpate.
Timestamp on updated ATC codes updated to force WinMed to read back updated CAVE where
needed.
Warning shown to the user when opening patients who have CAVE registered on unknown ATC codes.
[ RENO-9014 ]

Fix when linking M25.2 prescriptions to local prescriptions in the M1 pending state: The Lib id and
questions/answers are now retained from the incoming M25.2 prescription and sent in the next
M25.1 message.
[ RENO-9024 ]

Question to add a resept that has already been sent out as seponated with a different LIB ID will be
be answered "No" automatically.
[ RENO-9030 ]

When linking a prescription from RF, the FM now defaults to keeping the local information visible in
the LIB (rather than the linked prescription from RF).
[ RENO-9034 ]

MDS column changes:
- MDS column will be empty if there is nothing to do (empty also replaces "Hånd").
- MDS column shows a red question mark icon if there is anything to do.
- All lines with ? In the MDS column will be in blue font and in italics (not only new ones).
[ RENO-9035 ]

Fix implemented for the situation where Windows raises an error when the FM tries to access the EPJ
API callback interface the second time.
[ RENO-9049 ]

When an unknown prescription (L2, R2) coming in from M25.2 with add question is linked to local
prescription (L1,R1) the next M25.1 is sent with:
L1R2 without question or answer.
L2R2 with question and the answer "No, do not add to LIB".
[ RENO-9052 ]

Fix CAVE samstemming when there are multiple versions of the same cave on the local database.
[ RENO-9056 ]

- Incorrect ReseptId was being sent in M25.1 for paper prescriptions.
Problem occured when user created a paper resept in MD installation. The ReseptId being sent was
not the correct one.
- Fix problem when fRp is present on the signing queue (application was hanging)
- Fix M25.1 preview on sign and send screen when there are no messages to send besides a M25.1
message.
[ RENO-9060 ]

Fix linking to local prescriptions in the M1 pending state during samstemming. Newly created
prescriptions were not available when linking from samstemming.
[ RENO-9065 ]

In prescription view when selecting "Kur" for a prescriptions with "mengde/antall" equal to zero and

automatic calculations on, no longer clears short dosing and/or structured dosing.
[ RENO-9070 ]

Fix linking problem when incoming M25.2 prescription has no question (user was able to link same
prescription multiple times).
[ RENO-9072 ]

